
The Windows VistaThe Windows Vista
Firewall with Firewall with IPsecIPsec
DonDon’’t connect without it!t connect without it!

WCI 341WCI 341



Filtering directionsFiltering directions
InboundInbound OutboundOutbound

Default:Default:
Block mostBlock most

Few core exceptionsFew core exceptions

Allow rules:Allow rules:
Programs, servicesPrograms, services

Users, computersUsers, computers
Protocols, portsProtocols, ports

Default:Default:
Allow all interactiveAllow all interactive
Restrict servicesRestrict services

Block rules:Block rules:
Programs, servicesPrograms, services
Users, computersUsers, computers
Protocols, portsProtocols, ports



Comparing featuresComparing features
Windows XP SP2Windows XP SP2 Windows VistaWindows Vista

DirectionDirection InboundInbound Inbound, outboundInbound, outbound
Default actionDefault action BlockBlock Configurable for directionConfigurable for direction
Packet typesPacket types TCP, UDP, some TCP, UDP, some 

ICMPICMP
AllAll

Rule typesRule types Application, global Application, global 
ports, ICMP typesports, ICMP types

Multiple conditions from basic Multiple conditions from basic 
fivefive--tupletuple to to IPsecIPsec metadatametadata

Rule actionsRule actions BlockBlock Block, allow, bypass; with rule Block, allow, bypass; with rule 
merge logicmerge logic

UI and toolsUI and tools Control Panel, netshControl Panel, netsh CC--Panel, more netsh, MMCPanel, more netsh, MMC
APIsAPIs Public COM, private Public COM, private 

CC
More COM to expose rules, More COM to expose rules, 
more C to expose featuresmore C to expose features

Remote Remote 
managementmanagement

nonenone Via hardened RPC interfaceVia hardened RPC interface

Group policyGroup policy ADM fileADM file MMC, netshMMC, netsh
TerminologyTerminology Exceptions; profilesExceptions; profiles Rules; categories=profilesRules; categories=profiles



Windows filtering platformWindows filtering platform

Series of APIs for 3Series of APIs for 3rdrd--party products to hook into party products to hook into 
stack to make filtering decisions at various layersstack to make filtering decisions at various layers
Provides nextProvides next--generation filtering featuresgeneration filtering features

Authenticated communicationAuthenticated communication
Dynamic firewall configuration based on WinSock callsDynamic firewall configuration based on WinSock calls
Foundation for Windows Firewall and IPsecFoundation for Windows Firewall and IPsec
Works with encrypted trafficWorks with encrypted traffic

Which is much more prevalent in Vista; e.g., RPCWhich is much more prevalent in Vista; e.g., RPC

Stack hooking now fully documentedStack hooking now fully documented
No need to build custom filtering logicNo need to build custom filtering logic
Little risk that conforming apps will break after service Little risk that conforming apps will break after service 
pack releasepack release



WFP architectureWFP architecture



Architecture improvementsArchitecture improvements

API calls are synchronousAPI calls are synchronous
Rule is guaranteed to be applied if call returns successRule is guaranteed to be applied if call returns success

User context is availableUser context is available
Audits of policy changes show user contextAudits of policy changes show user context

ACLs are in the API calls in the serviceACLs are in the API calls in the service
No registry ACLs nowNo registry ACLs now
No more escalation of privilegeNo more escalation of privilege

Policy updates are incrementalPolicy updates are incremental



ConfigurationConfiguration

Control panel: similar to Windows XPControl panel: similar to Windows XP
A few changes to presentationA few changes to presentation

New MMC user interface for all the extra goodiesNew MMC user interface for all the extra goodies
““Windows Firewall with Advanced SecurityWindows Firewall with Advanced Security”” snapsnap--inin
Predefined console in Administrative ToolsPredefined console in Administrative Tools
Can assign settings to remote computersCan assign settings to remote computers
Integrates Integrates and simplifiesand simplifies IPsec settings here, tooIPsec settings here, too

Also newAlso new netsh advfirewall netsh advfirewall command linecommand line



Rule typesRule types
ProgramProgram Allows traffic for a particular programAllows traffic for a particular program
PortPort Allows traffic on a particular TCP or UDP port or Allows traffic on a particular TCP or UDP port or 

list of portslist of ports
PredefinePredefine
dd

Groups of rules that allow Windows functionality Groups of rules that allow Windows functionality 
on the network (for instance: file and printer on the network (for instance: file and printer 
sharing, network discovery, remote assistance, sharing, network discovery, remote assistance, 
remote service administration, Windows remote service administration, Windows 
collaboration, others)collaboration, others)

CustomCustom All the knobs and dials, switches and buttonsAll the knobs and dials, switches and buttons



The firewall ruleThe firewall rule
DODO Action = {ByAction = {By--pass | Allow | Block} pass | Allow | Block} IFIF::

Protocol = Protocol = XX ANDAND
Direction = {In | Out} Direction = {In | Out} ANDAND
Local TCP/UDP port is in {Local TCP/UDP port is in {Port listPort list} } ANDAND
Remote TCP/UDP port is in {Remote TCP/UDP port is in {Port listPort list} } ANDAND
ICMP type code is in {ICMP type code is in {ICMP typeICMP type--code listcode list}} ANDAND
Interface NIC is in {Interface NIC is in {Interface ID listInterface ID list} } ANDAND
Interface type is in {Interface type is in {Interface types listInterface types list} } ANDAND
Local address is found in {Local address is found in {Address listAddress list} } ANDAND
Remote address is found in {Remote address is found in {Address listAddress list} } ANDAND
Application = <Application = <PathPath> > ANDAND
Service SID = <Service SID = <Service Short NameService Short Name> > ANDAND
Require authentication = {TRUE | FALSE} Require authentication = {TRUE | FALSE} ANDAND
Require encryption = {TRUE | FALSE} Require encryption = {TRUE | FALSE} ANDAND
Remote user has access in {Remote user has access in {SDDLSDDL} } ANDAND
Remote computer has access in {Remote computer has access in {SDDLSDDL} } ANDAND
OS version is in {OS version is in {Platform ListPlatform List}}



Example rulesExample rules
Allow Internet Explorer to connect outbound to destination Allow Internet Explorer to connect outbound to destination 
port 80/tcpport 80/tcp

Allow svchost.exe hosting RPCSS to listen for inbound Allow svchost.exe hosting RPCSS to listen for inbound 
traffic on port 135/tcp from remote addressestraffic on port 135/tcp from remote addresses

Allow UPnP service to listen for inbound traffic on Allow UPnP service to listen for inbound traffic on 
<<InterfaceInterface--IDID> from USB devices, on ports 2869 and 1900> from USB devices, on ports 2869 and 1900
(must use API for rules with <interface(must use API for rules with <interface--ID>sID>s

Block svchost.exe hosting MPSSVC from connecting Block svchost.exe hosting MPSSVC from connecting 
outbound or listening inboundoutbound or listening inbound

Allow svchost.exe hosting PolicyAgent to listen on dynamic Allow svchost.exe hosting PolicyAgent to listen on dynamic 
RPC ports from remote computer <RPC ports from remote computer <hostnamehostname> and user > and user 
<<usernameusername>>



Rule merging and evaluation orderRule merging and evaluation order
HigheHighe
stst Service Service 

restrictionsrestrictions

Restricts connections that services can Restricts connections that services can 
establish; OS services already establish; OS services already 
configured appropriatelyconfigured appropriately

Connection Connection 
rulesrules

Restricts connections from particular Restricts connections from particular 
computers; uses IPsec to require computers; uses IPsec to require 
authentication and authorizationauthentication and authorization

Authenticated Authenticated 
bypassbypass

Allows specified authenticated Allows specified authenticated 
computers to bypass other rulescomputers to bypass other rules

Block rulesBlock rules Explicitly blocks specified incoming or Explicitly blocks specified incoming or 
outgoing trafficoutgoing traffic

Allow rulesAllow rules Explicitly allows specified incoming or Explicitly allows specified incoming or 
outgoing trafficoutgoing traffic

LoweLowe
stst

Default rulesDefault rules Default behavior for a connectionDefault behavior for a connection



CAUTIONCAUTION
Rules are stored in registry. Rules are stored in registry. 
Editing rules directly in the Editing rules directly in the 

registry is UNSUPPORTED and registry is UNSUPPORTED and 
will usually result in severe pain, will usually result in severe pain, 
undefined behavior, loss of all undefined behavior, loss of all 
friends, and general ridicule on friends, and general ridicule on 

the newsgroupsthe newsgroups



Default rulesDefault rules



Service restriction rulesService restriction rules



More flexible exceptionsMore flexible exceptions
Active Directory user/computer accounts and groupsActive Directory user/computer accounts and groups
Source and destination IP addresses (individual or Source and destination IP addresses (individual or 
range)range)Source and destination TCP/UDP portsSource and destination TCP/UDP ports
CommaComma--delimited list of ports (but not lowdelimited list of ports (but not low--high range)high range)
IP protocol numberIP protocol number
Types of interfaces (wired, wireless, VPN/RAS)Types of interfaces (wired, wireless, VPN/RAS)
ICMP type and codeICMP type and code
Services (used by service profiling to limit access)Services (used by service profiling to limit access)



Network profileNetwork profile

NLA detects network changesNLA detects network changes
Identifies characteristics, assigns a GUIDIdentifies characteristics, assigns a GUID

Network profile service creates profile upon connectionNetwork profile service creates profile upon connection
Interfaces, DC, authenticated machine, gateway MAC, Interfaces, DC, authenticated machine, gateway MAC, ……

NPS notifies firewall whenever NLA detects changeNPS notifies firewall whenever NLA detects change
Firewall changes category within 200msFirewall changes category within 200ms

If not domain, user is queried for public or privateIf not domain, user is queried for public or private
Must be local administrator to define a private networkMust be local administrator to define a private network

DomainDomain When the computer is domainWhen the computer is domain--joined and joined and 
connected to the domain; automatically selectedconnected to the domain; automatically selected

PrivatePrivate When the computer is connected to a defined When the computer is connected to a defined 
private networkprivate network

PublicPublic All other networksAll other networks



What if multiple interfaces?What if multiple interfaces?

Examine allExamine all
connected netsconnected nets

Is an interfaceIs an interface
connected to a netconnected to a net
classified classified ““publicpublic””??

Set categorySet category
to to ““publicpublic””

Is an interfaceIs an interface
connected to a netconnected to a net
classified classified ““privateprivate””??

Set categorySet category
to to ““privateprivate””

All interfaces seeAll interfaces see
domain controller?domain controller?
Host authenticate?Host authenticate?

Set categorySet category
to to ““domaindomain””

YesYes

NoNo YesYes

NoNo

YesYes

NoNo



Group policy processingGroup policy processing

Previously, this is what you gotPreviously, this is what you got——
Computer polices: when OS bootsComputer polices: when OS boots
User policies: when user logs onUser policies: when user logs on
Periodic refreshPeriodic refresh

Now you also getNow you also get——
Computer and user: upon establishing VPN connectionComputer and user: upon establishing VPN connection
Computer and user: when computer resumes from Computer and user: when computer resumes from 
hibernation or standbyhibernation or standby

FW/IPsec policy is, of course, perFW/IPsec policy is, of course, per--computer onlycomputer only



Did He Say Outbound Control?Did He Say Outbound Control?



Why other host firewalls still suckWhy other host firewalls still suck

User getsUser gets
malwaremalware

Does userDoes user
run as arun as a

local admin?local admin?

YesYes
NoNo

User is User is 0wn3d0wn3d

MalwareMalware
disablesdisables
firewallfirewall

MalwareMalware
tries to runtries to run

Does userDoes user
understand?understand?

FirewallFirewall
interruptsinterrupts

YesYes

NoNo
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User skipsUser skips
securitysecurity



ThereforeTherefore

Outbound control works only on machines that Outbound control works only on machines that 
arenaren’’t compromised and operated by people who t compromised and operated by people who 
care about securitycare about security
Outbound control wonOutbound control won’’t work where you want it to: t work where you want it to: 
on compromised machines or those operated by on compromised machines or those operated by 
people who donpeople who don’’t care about securityt care about security

Outbound control Outbound control isis useful for administratively useful for administratively 
restricting known software from communicatingrestricting known software from communicating
Switch off the promptingSwitch off the prompting



Configuring The Firewall
Control Panel
Configuring The Firewall
Control Panel











Configuring The Firewall
Rules
Configuring The Firewall
Rules





Global settingsGlobal settings



Global settingsGlobal settings



Creating a ruleCreating a rule



Rule typesRule types



Rule typesRule types



Rule typesRule types



Rule typesRule types



Program ruleProgram rule



Port rulePort rule



Port rulePort rule



Predefined rulesPredefined rules



ScopeScope



ScopeScope



ActionAction



ActionAction——secured with IPsecsecured with IPsec



ProfileProfile



NameName



Controlling The FirewallControlling The Firewall



Programmatic interfacesProgrammatic interfaces

INetFwPolicy2INetFwPolicy2
Provides access to the policyProvides access to the policy

INetFwRuleINetFwRule
Provides access to rule propertiesProvides access to rule properties

INetFwRulesINetFwRules
Provides access to a collection of firewall or Windows Provides access to a collection of firewall or Windows 
Service Hardening rulesService Hardening rules

INetFwServceRestrictionINetFwServceRestriction
Provides access to the Windows Service PolicyProvides access to the Windows Service Policy

All defined in Netfw.h, requires FirewallAPI.dllAll defined in Netfw.h, requires FirewallAPI.dll



Is the firewall enabled?Is the firewall enabled?
option explicit

Dim CurrentProfile

' Create the FwPolicy2 object.

Dim fwPolicy2

Set fwPolicy2 = CreateObject("HNetCfg.FwPolicy2")

CurrentProfile = fwPolicy2.CurrentProfileTypes

if fwPolicy2.FirewallEnabled(CurrentProfile) <> TRUE then

WScript.Echo("Firewall is disabled.")

else

WScript.Echo("Firewall is enabled.")

end if



netsh advfirewallnetsh advfirewall

Full configuration interfaceFull configuration interface
ScriptableScriptable

Dump rulesDump rules
Export rulesExport rules
Import rulesImport rules
Create rulesCreate rules

Contexts for firewall rules and IPsec (connection Contexts for firewall rules and IPsec (connection 
security) rulessecurity) rules
Set and show global and perSet and show global and per--profile propertiesprofile properties
Display active state (firewall rules, IPsec rules and Display active state (firewall rules, IPsec rules and 
security associations)security associations)



IPsec



PolicyPolicy--based dynamic segmentationbased dynamic segmentation

UntrustedUntrusted

Unmanaged/Rogue Unmanaged/Rogue 
ComputerComputer

Domain Domain 
IsolationIsolation

Active Directory Active Directory 
Domain ControllerDomain Controller

XX

Server Server 
IsolationIsolation

Servers with Servers with 
Sensitive DataSensitive DataHR WorkstationHR Workstation

Managed Managed 
ComputerComputer

XX

Managed Managed 
ComputerComputer

Trusted Resource Trusted Resource 
ServerServer

Corporate Corporate 
NetworkNetwork

Define the logical isolation boundariesDefine the logical isolation boundariesDistribute policies and credentialsDistribute policies and credentialsManaged computers can communicateManaged computers can communicateBlock inbound connections from untrustedBlock inbound connections from untrustedEnable tieredEnable tiered--access to sensitive resourcesaccess to sensitive resources



Tame the beastTame the beast

Simplified policy configurationSimplified policy configuration
ClientClient--toto--DC protectionDC protection
Improved support for load balancing and Improved support for load balancing and 
clusteringclustering
Improved authenticationImproved authentication
More cryptographic suitesMore cryptographic suites
New configuration optionsNew configuration options
More events and countersMore events and counters



Integrated with the firewallIntegrated with the firewall

Eliminates confusion and rule overlapEliminates confusion and rule overlap
All firewall rules can be IPsec awareAll firewall rules can be IPsec aware

““Allow application Allow application foofoo to receive traffic on to receive traffic on 
port port barbar only if itonly if it’’s authenticated (and s authenticated (and 
optionally encrypted) by IPsecoptionally encrypted) by IPsec””

““Allow service Allow service foofoo to receive traffic from a to receive traffic from a 
remote computer or a remote user only if itremote computer or a remote user only if it’’s s 
identified by IKEidentified by IKE””



Isolation: authenticationIsolation: authentication

HereHere’’s your wizard for server and domain isolations your wizard for server and domain isolation
Request authN for inbound and outboundRequest authN for inbound and outbound
Require authN for inbound, request for outboundRequire authN for inbound, request for outbound
Require authN for inbound and outboundRequire authN for inbound and outbound

Authentication typesAuthentication types——
Computer and user (with Kerberos)Computer and user (with Kerberos)
Computer (with Kerberos)Computer (with Kerberos)
Computer certificateComputer certificate
Health certificate (NAP)Health certificate (NAP)
CombinationsCombinations



Simplified policySimplified policy

Initiator communicates to responder Initiator communicates to responder 
simultaneously in clearsimultaneously in clear--text and with IPsectext and with IPsec

Switch to IPsec if responder can supportSwitch to IPsec if responder can support
Remain clearRemain clear--text if nottext if not

Eliminates delay issues with current Eliminates delay issues with current ““fall back to fall back to 
clearclear”” implementationimplementation
Eliminates need to create policies filled with Eliminates need to create policies filled with 
exceptions for nonexceptions for non--IPsec devicesIPsec devices



Simplified policySimplified policy

clearclear--texttext

negotiate 
negotiate 

IPsecIPsec

clearclear--texttext

clearclear--text only
text only

simplifiedsimplified
IPsec policyIPsec policy

clearclear--texttext

negotiate 
negotiate IPsecIPsec

IPsec policyIPsec policy

no IPsecno IPsec

negotiate 
negotiate IPsecIPsecIPsec secured

IPsec secured



Working with domain controllersWorking with domain controllers
ConfigurinConfigurin
g IPsec on g IPsec on 
DCsDCs……

……will result in thiswill result in this
RequestRequest Domain joins and logons in clear textDomain joins and logons in clear text

Subsequent communications protectedSubsequent communications protected
RequireRequire Domain joins will require entering user ID and Domain joins will require entering user ID and 

password of a domain accountpassword of a domain account
Works only on Windows Vista clientsWorks only on Windows Vista clients



Load balancing and clusteringLoad balancing and clustering

2000/XP/2003 take up to two minutes to re2000/XP/2003 take up to two minutes to re--
establish connection when a node failsestablish connection when a node fails

1 minute: idle time expiration1 minute: idle time expiration
1 minute: renegotiate security associations (SAs)1 minute: renegotiate security associations (SAs)

Vista/Longhorn monitor established active SAsVista/Longhorn monitor established active SAs
If TCP connection begins retransmitting segments, this If TCP connection begins retransmitting segments, this 
indicates that the peer is downindicates that the peer is down
IPsec renegotiates SAs immediately with another nodeIPsec renegotiates SAs immediately with another node
Failover typically now wonFailover typically now won’’t affect app stabilityt affect app stability



Load balancing and failoverLoad balancing and failover

active SA with node 1active SA with node 1attempted attempted 
retransmissionsretransmissions

renegotiate with cluster IPrenegotiate with cluster IP

active SA with node 2active SA with node 2

☺☺



New cryptographic algorithmsNew cryptographic algorithms
EncryptionEncryption AESAES--128128

AESAES--192192
AESAES--256256

Key Key 
exchangeexchange

PP--256 (DH group 19 elliptic curve)256 (DH group 19 elliptic curve)
PP--384 (DH group 20 elliptic curve)384 (DH group 20 elliptic curve)



Improved authenticationImproved authentication

Require a health certificateRequire a health certificate
New New ““extended modeextended mode””

IKE extension known as AuthIPIKE extension known as AuthIP
User authentication: Kerberos, NTLMv2, certificateUser authentication: Kerberos, NTLMv2, certificate
Health certificates use extended modeHealth certificates use extended mode

Multiple methods triedMultiple methods tried
DoesnDoesn’’t give up after first failst give up after first fails
Tried in the specified orderTried in the specified order
Allows for differing authentication and crypto sets on Allows for differing authentication and crypto sets on 
individual SAs between a pair of peersindividual SAs between a pair of peers

Although, why would you ever do this???Although, why would you ever do this???



OutboundOutboundInboundInbound
Rule actionsRule actions

Proceed in clearProceed in clear Proceed in clearProceed in clear

Do not secureDo not secure

NegotiateNegotiate NegotiateNegotiate

DMZDMZ

Reject if IPsec Reject if IPsec 
failsfails

NegotiateNegotiate

Secure serverSecure server

Reject if IPsec Reject if IPsec 
failsfails

Reject if IPsec Reject if IPsec 
failsfails

SecureSecure



More flexible exceptionsMore flexible exceptions
Active Directory user/computer accounts and groupsActive Directory user/computer accounts and groups
Source and destination IP addresses (individual or Source and destination IP addresses (individual or 
range)range)Source and destination TCP/UDP portsSource and destination TCP/UDP ports
CommaComma--delimited list of ports (but not lowdelimited list of ports (but not low--high range)high range)
IP protocol numberIP protocol number
Types of interfaces (wired, wireless, VPN)Types of interfaces (wired, wireless, VPN)
ICMP type and codeICMP type and code
Services (used by service profiling to limit access)Services (used by service profiling to limit access)

Most require IPsecMost require IPsec--aware firewall rules to configure (canaware firewall rules to configure (can’’t t 
be configured through connection security rules)be configured through connection security rules)



More about rulesMore about rules

Ordering:Ordering: same as current Windowssame as current Windows
Ordered by specificityOrdered by specificity

AuthN bypass    AuthN bypass    Block    Block    AllowAllow

Authenticated rules:Authenticated rules: firewall rules that are aware firewall rules that are aware 
of IPsec protectionof IPsec protection

Make filtering decisions based on SAsMake filtering decisions based on SAs
Do Do notnot control creating SAs: you must still write the control creating SAs: you must still write the 
IPsec rules to create the SAIPsec rules to create the SA



Global settingsGlobal settings



Global settingsGlobal settings



Global settingsGlobal settings——key exchange (MM)key exchange (MM)



Global settingsGlobal settings——data protection (QM)data protection (QM)



Global settingsGlobal settings——data protection (QM)data protection (QM)



Global settingsGlobal settings——authenticationauthentication



Global settingsGlobal settings——authenticationauthentication



Connection security rulesConnection security rules



New ruleNew rule



New ruleNew rule



New ruleNew rule



New ruleNew rule



New ruleNew rule



New ruleNew rule——endpointsendpoints



New ruleNew rule——endpointsendpoints



New ruleNew rule——endpointsendpoints



New ruleNew rule——tunnel endpointstunnel endpoints



New ruleNew rule——requirementsrequirements



New ruleNew rule——authenticationauthentication



New ruleNew rule——authenticationauthentication



New ruleNew rule——profileprofile



New ruleNew rule——exemptionsexemptions



New ruleNew rule——namename



IPsec auditing and diagnosticsIPsec auditing and diagnostics
Added 15 new IPsec auditAdded 15 new IPsec audit--specific events and 20 new firewall eventsspecific events and 20 new firewall events
25 legacy event texts rewritten to reflect a more accurate state25 legacy event texts rewritten to reflect a more accurate state
No more generic eventsNo more generic events
Implemented granular control of the IPsec audit policy (3 main Implemented granular control of the IPsec audit policy (3 main 
categories with 8 sub categories)categories with 8 sub categories)
Events include all the information needed for troubleshooting; nEvents include all the information needed for troubleshooting; no o 
tracing requiredtracing required
Oakley log replaced with WPP tracing (intended for Microsoft intOakley log replaced with WPP tracing (intended for Microsoft internal ernal 
use only)use only)
Defined different logical Perfmon counters sets (IKE4, IKEv6, Defined different logical Perfmon counters sets (IKE4, IKEv6, 
AUTHIPv4, AuthIPv6, AUTHIPv4, AuthIPv6, ……))
Overall added 150 new Perfmon counters between IPsec and firewalOverall added 150 new Perfmon counters between IPsec and firewalll
Improved IPsecmonImproved IPsecmon——event texts include troubleshooting hintsevent texts include troubleshooting hints
Integrated with NetXP, an endIntegrated with NetXP, an end--user tool for diagnosing and resolving user tool for diagnosing and resolving 
connection problemsconnection problems



MonitoringMonitoring



But I’m Not Running Vista YetBut I’m Not Running Vista Yet



YouYou’’ve got a firewall alreadyve got a firewall already

Switch it on.Switch it on.
Now.Now.
Without delay.Without delay.
Did I mention the urgency?Did I mention the urgency?
I use it I use it ☺☺



Steve RileySteve Riley
steve.riley@microsoft.comsteve.riley@microsoft.com

http://blogs.technet.com/sterileyhttp://blogs.technet.com/steriley

www.protectyourwindowsnetwork.cowww.protectyourwindowsnetwork.co
mm

Thanks very much!Thanks very much!
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